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Abstract 

We define fuzzy constraint networks and 
prove a theorem about their relationship to 
fuzzy logic. Then we introduce Khayyam, 
a fuzzy constraint-based programming lan- 
guage in which any sentence in the first-order 
fuzzy predicate calculus is a well-formed con- 
straint statement. Finally, using Khayyam to 
address an equipment selection application, 
we illustrate the expressive power of fuzzy 
constraint-based languages. 

1 Introduction 
We agree with Zadeh [13] that “the imprecision that 
is intrinsic in natural languages is, for the most part, 
possibilistic rather than probabilistic in nature . . . the 
denotation of [an imprecise] word is generally a fuzzy . . . 
subset of a universe of discourse.” We also agree with 
Nilsson [lo] that “For the most versatile machines, the 
language in which declarative knowledge is represented 
must be at least as expressive as first-order predicate 
calculus” (FOPC). S o, we are interested in languages 
which support the expressive power of the full fuzzy 
FOPC. The inference engines for such languages can- 
not be sound, complete and terminating. Although 
termination is a sine qua non, neither of the other two 
attributes is indispensable. Unsound inference has long 
been accepted; in crisp logic, it has been codified as 
various forms of non-monotonic logic. Acceptance of 
incomplete inference is less widespread, but we argue 
that there are many situations in which the expressive- 
ness of the full fuzzy FOPC is more important than 
complete inference. 

We have developed a fuzzy constraint-based pro- 
gramming language in which any sentence in fuzzy 
FOPC about an arbitrary universe of discourse is a 
well-formed constraint statement. The inference en- 
gine for this language, called Khayyam, is sound and 
terminating. While not complete in general, it is 
refutation-complete for many applications. 

In Section 2, we introduce semantics in fuzzy logic, 
with reference to semantics in classical logic. Then, 
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in Section 3, we give the theoretical basis of Khayyam, 
by presenting the relationship between fuzzy constraint 
networks and semantic models in fuzzy logic. In Sec- 
tion 4, we introduce Khayyam and give an example 
program, an expert system for computer selection. We 
give a comparative review and discussion in Section 5. 

2 Semantics in Classical and 
ZZY ogic 

A theory I’ in some classical FOPC language L = 
(P, 3, Ic), where P is the vocabulary of predicate sym- 
bols, 3 the function symbols and X: the constant sym- 
bols, is satisfiable iff there exists some model M = 
(24, Z) of the language L under which every sentence in 
I’ is true. In the model M = (U,Z), U is a universe of 
discourse while Z is an interpretation function for the 
symbols of LB, in terms of U. Using M (x,+1 to denote 
a model containing the extended interpretation func- 
tion Z U {X c--) u}, the semantic rules for truth are: 
M j= p(al , . . . . a,) iff (Z(citi), . . . , Z(a,)) is in Z(p). 
M blAiffM Ft. 
M bAABiffM j=AandM b=. 
M bAVviffM kAoorM j=B. 
M~A=+~iffM~AoorMj=B. 
M kAeBiff(MkAandMkB)or 

(M + A and M + B). 
M b (VX)A ill’ M CX+,,,) b A for every u E U. 
M b (3X)A iff M {x,+,1 + A for some u E U. 

A fuzzy FOPC language contains one species of sym- 
bol not found in classical FOPC, hedge symbols. These 
are used to capture the meaningofTinguistic hedges, 
such as very or fairly, which are used in sentences of 
the form h A, where h is a hedge and A is a sentence. 
In a fuzzy language C = (3-1, P, 3, n), #H is the vo- 
cabulary of hedge symbols, while P, 3, and #: are the 
predicate, function and constant symbol vocabularies 
as in classical logic. 

In fuzzy logic, truth can be either multi-valued, with 
truth-values in the range [O,l], or linguistic, with truth- 
values denoting fuzzy subsets of [O,l]. Here, we con- 
sider multi-valued fuzzy logic. As in classical logic, in 
a fuzzy model M = (U, Z), 2.4 is a universe of discourse 
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and Z provides interpretations for each symbol in the 
various vocabularies of cc. As in classical logic, for 

and d is min({l, 1 - a + b, 1 - b + a}). 
M bd (VX)A, where X is free in A, iff 

every K: E ic, Z( ) K is an element of U. However, the in- 
terpretations for the predicate and function symbols of 
L are fuzzy relations over 24. A symbol h in Z modifies 
the truGFZalue of the sentence to which it is applied, so 
these hedge symbols are interpreted as crisp one-to-one 
relations over the segment [O,l] of the real number line. 
For example, if Z(h) = ((X,Y)l LE&(O, X) A LEQ(X, 
I) A EQUALS(Y) TIMES(X, X))} and the truth-value of 
a sentence A is d, then the truth of h A is d2. A theory 
I’ in ic is satisfiable iff there exists some fuzzy model 
M = (24, Z) of c under which every sentence in I’ has 
a truth-value greater than zero. 

d is min((elu E 24 A n/r,,,,, j=” A)). 
M bd (3X)A, where X is free in A, iff 

d is max((elu E 24 A M{x,+,) be A)). 

zzY strai 
Formally, a fuzzy constraint network can be defined as: 
Fuzzy Constraint Network: 
A fuzzy constraint network is a triple (2.4, X, 6) where 
U is a universe of discourse, X is a finite tuple of q pa- 
rameters, and C is a finite set of of P fuzzy constraints. 
Each constraint &(Z$) E C imposes a restriction on 
the allowable values for the uh parameters in Tk, a sub- 
tuple of X, by specifying that some fuzzy subset of UQk 
contains all acceptable combinations of values for the 
parameters. 0 

Fuzzy functions generalize crisp functions by being 
able to map onto fuzzy subsets of 24 as well as onto 
individual members. Consider the interpretation for 
some n-ary function symbol f E 3. In this inter- 
pretation, which is a fuzzy (n + 1)-ary relation over 
U, there may be several tuples that have the same 
first n components but different (n + l)th components. 
Suppose, for example, that the constant symbols ca 
and b are interpreted as 3 and 4, respectively, while 
the binary function symbol g has as its interpretation 
the fuzzy set {(1,5,6)@1.0, (3,4,7)@0.7, (3,4,8)@1.0, 
(3,4,9)@0.8}, h w ere x @ y denotes that x has mem- 
bership degree y in the fuzzy set. In this situation, the 
functional expression g(a, b) has three possible inter- 
pretations: 7QO.7, 8Ql.0, and 9@0.8. 

Because of this aspect of fuzzy functions, model 
theory for fuzzy logic is simplified if functional ex- 
pressions are de-Skolemized. Taking a language d: = 
(Z, P, 3, KZ), where 3 is non-empty, we produce a 
function-free language C’ = (Z, P U 3’, 8, AZ), by re- 
placing each n-ary fuzzy function symbol f E 3 by a 
new (n+ 1)-ary predicate symbol f’ E 3’ which is given 
the same interpretation as f had. $rom a theory F 
in .C we generate a theory l? in L’, by replacing each 
usage of f by an appropriate usage of f’; for exam- 
ple, the atomic sentence p( f (a), b) would be replaced 
by (=)(f’(a, X) A P(X, b)). 

To consider the model-theoretic rules for a function- 
free fuzzy logic language, let M bd y mean that the 
sentence y has the truth-value d under the model M. 
Then, the model-theoretic rules, where p is a predicate 
symbol, h is a hedge symbol, and the & are-constant 
symbols, are as follows: 
M l=d P(W, . . . . K,J iff (+I), . . . . Z(G)) h= 

membership degree d in Z(p). 
g /=z h”, ifF% k; $ yd (e, d) is in Z(h). 

M /=di/\lgifTM j=‘AandM bbB 
and d is min({a, b}). 

M bdAVBiffM b=OAandM bbB 
and d is mux((u, b}). 

MkdA+BiffMbaAandMbbB 
and d is min( { 1, 1 - u + b}b. 

MbdAeBiffMkaAandMb B 

A fuzzy constraint network is an intensional specifi- 
cation of a joint fuzzy possibility distribution for the 
values of the parameters in the network: 
The Intent of a Fuzzy Constraint Network: 
The intent of a fuzzy constraint network (2.4, X, C) 

is %,x,c = cl(X) n . . . n cr(X), where, for each 

ck(Tk) E c, ck(x) is its cylindrical extension in the 
Cartesian space defined by X. 0 

The network intent is a fuzzy set of q-tuples, each 
tuple giving a valuation for the q parameters in X, the 
membership of the tuple in the intent being the degree 
to which the valuation satisfies all the constraints in 6. 
A fuzzy constraint network is consistent iff the network 
intent is not the empty set. 

It can be shown that finding consistent values for the 
parameters in a fuzzy constraint network is the same 
as finding a model of a fuzzy FOPC language under 
which some theory is satisfied. In what follows, let 
AB, where A and B are tuples of the same arity, be 
the mapping function from the components of A onto 
those of B in which each component of the tuple A 
is mapped onto the component in the corresponding 
position of tuple B; for example, if A = (2, y) and B 
= (4,2), then A3 = ( x I---) 4, y I+ 2 1. 
Theorem 1 
Given ic = (7f, P, 3, K’U K”), U, ZD and I’, where Z, 
interprets, in terms of Zi, all-and only the symbols in 
3c U P U 3 U K’, K” is finite, each sentence in I’ refer- 
ences at least one symbol in Ic”, and each symbol in 
K” is referenced by at least one sentence y E F. Let 
(24, X, C) be a fuzzy constraint network such that X 
is the lexical ordering of the elements of K” and such 
that ]C] = ]I’], with each sentence y E I’ having a cor- 
responding constraint C(T) E C such that T is the lex- 
ical ordering of those elements of Ic” which appear in y 
and (2.4, Zp U 5%) bd y for each tuple t having member- 
ship of degree d in C(T). Then (U, Zp U x’7) be I’ for 
each tuple r having membership degree e in lIu,x,c. 0 

That is, the set of all XT where 7 has membership 
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degree d in lI~,x,c is the set of all ,7 such that J 
interprets all symbols in K” and (U,Z, U 3) Ed I?. 
Thus, finding consistent values for the parameters in 
a. fuzzy constraint network (24, X, C) may be regarded 
as semantic modeling in a fuzzy logic language C = 
(WV-A). 

The proof of this theorem depends on the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 
Given L = (‘?f, P, ZF, ic’ U I?‘), 2f, Zp and 7, where Zp 
interprets, in terms of 24, all and only the symbols in 
‘MJPUFUK’, Ic” is finite, and the sentence +y references 
at least one symbol in fc”. Let X be the lexical order- 
ing of the elements of Ic” and let C(T) be a constraint 
such that T is the lexical ordering of those elements of 
Ic” which appear in y and such that (U, & U fi) kd y 
for each tuple t having membership degree d in C(T). 
Then (U, Zp U XT) kd y for each tuple r having mem- 
bership degree d in c(X) where c(X) is the cylindrical 
extension of C(T) into the space defined by X. •I 
Proof of Lemma 
Take any tuple r having membership degree d in c(X). 
The projection of the singleton set {r} on T will 
be a singleton set containing some tuple r’; that is, 
proj({r},T) = (7’). Th en, by the definition of cylin- 
drical extension, r’ has membership degree d in C(T). 
The mapping function XT provides a mapping for each 
constant symbol in lc”. However, the truth of +y de- 
pends only on the interpretation of those members of 
IC” which appear in y. Thus, the truth of y depends 
only on the mappings provided by T>, which is a sub- 
set of XT. Since r’ has membership degree d in C(T), 
(U,Z, U Tq/) bd y, and hence (U,Z, U $T) bd y, be- 
cause the additional mappings in (XT - T?) have no 
impact on the truth of 7. Since r is any tuple in c(X), 
(U,z,Uc-) bdr f or any tuple r having membership 
degree d in c(X). 0 

Proof of Theorem 1 
Since (24, Zp U Tyt) I=” yr for each tuple t with mem- 
bership degree a in Cl(Tl) then, by the lemma, 
(U,Z, U XT) b” yr for each tuple r with member- 
ship degree a in cl(X). Similarly, (2.4, Zp U x’7) b” 72 
for each tuple r with membership degree b in Es(X). 
Therefore, (U, Zp U 2~) bd {+yr,y2} for each tuple r 
with membership degree d in c,(X) n es(X), since 
the membership degree d of 7 in cl(X) f~ c2(X) is 
the minimum min({a,b)) of its membership degrees 
a and 6 in cl(X) and c2 (X), respectively. Similarly, 
(UJ, lJ fr) l=d hY2, . . ..T.-} for each tuple r with 
membership degree d in cl(X) n cz(X) I-I . . . n c,.(X). 
That is, (24, Zp U XT) bd I’ for each tuple r with mem- 
bership degree d in lI~,x,c. 0 

Khayyam is a programming language based on the 
the relationship, discussed above, between fuzzy con- 
straint networks and possibility distributions for se- 
mantic models of fuzzy logic theories. A program 
in Khayyam provides a declarative specification of 
a constraint network by specifying a fuzzy language 
C = (‘H,P,F,K), a theory I’ written in C, a universe 
of discourse 24, and a partial interpretation function 
Zp for EC. Of these, only I’ must always be specified 
explicitly. The Khayyam run-time system provides a 
default language L, = (‘H, , Ps, Fg, Ic,) in which /c, 
contains the rational decimal numeric strings, Pg con- 
tains names of standard predicates (=, =<, etc.), 9’g 
contains names of standard functions (*, +, etc.) and 
‘Hs contains names of standard hedges (very, fairly, 
etc.). The run-time system also provides a default 
universe of discourse Us = !J? and a total interprets 
tion function Zs for -C,. This interpretation includes a 
bijection from the numeric strings ic, onto the finitely 
expressible rationals Qr C Q c ?I?, providing the obvi- 
ous mappings, such as 1.5 --) 1.5; note the distinction 
between 1.5, which is a symbol in Ic, and I. 5 which is 
a real number in 2% 

The Khayyam run-time system computes the 
marginal possibility distribution [13] for each param- 
eter in the network defined by a program. To do 
so, it transforms the language C defined by a pro- 
gram into an internal function-free language C’ and 
de-Skolemizes all function-referring sentences in I’ to 
produce I”. The result is subjected to an inference al- 
gorithm called Fuzzy Compound Propagation (FCP). 
Although full details of the algorithm are beyond the 
scope of this paper, FCP involves interleaved appli- 
cation of three inference techniques: LP, local prop- 
agation of known states [7]; FAC, a fuzzy version of 
arc consistency [8], generalized to infinite domains and 
constraints of arbitrary arity, and based on particular- 
ization and projection [13]; GPC, a form of path con- 
sistency [8], generalized to infinite domains and con- 
straints of arbitrary arity, which is only applied to 
small portions of the network in certain very specific 
circumstances. 

The algorithm is sound, in that, at any time, the real 
intensional marginal possibility distribution for a pa 
rameter is contained within whatever distribution the 
algorithm computes for that parameter. If the algo- 
rithm were complete, the intensional distribution for a 
parameter would be exactly that computed. But the 
algorithm is not guaranteed to be complete, so the in- 
tensional distribution for a parameter may sometimes 
be a proper fuzzy subset of the computed distribution. 
However, given the meaning of the term “possibility,” a 
computed distribution which subsumes the intensional 
is still correct; we merely lack full knowledge of the 
intensional possibility distribution function. 

Khayyam programs are interactive. The user is al- 
lowed to augment the theory defined in a program 
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with additional sentences and, whenever he does so, 
the Khayyam run-time system uses FCP to compute 
revised marginal possibility distributions. Whenever 
the intent of the network that results from a sequence 
of’ user assertions is the empty set, the system reports 
a. constraint violation. If this happens, the user can 
recover by retracting one of his earlier assertions. The 
system maintains a set of dependency records and, at 
any time, the user can request a justification for the 
current marginal possibility distribution of a parame- 
ter in the network. By making assertions and retrac- 
tions in any order he pleases, the user can explore var- 
ious “what if” scenarios. 

.I ZZY xpert System 
The following program defines a fuzzy language C 
= (ti,, P, .T, Ic) in which P = Ps U {big, cheup, 
f ust), F = .Fg U (price, slots, space, speed, s-f vnc) 
and K: = K, U (chosen-model, reqd,disk, reqdslots, 
reqdspeed). 

/*Function and Predicate Definitions*/ 
function speed =::= datafile(qdb,$SPEED$). 
function price =::= datafile(qdb,$PRICES$). 
function space =::= datafile(qdb,$DISKCPTY$). 
function slots =::= datafile(qdb,$NUMSLOTS$). 
function sfunc =::= 

{(X,A,B,G) -> 0 : X < A) union 
{(X,A,B,G) -> Y : A =< X < B and 

Y = 2*((X-A)/(G-A)) n 2) union 
{(X,A,B,G) --> Y : B =< X < G and 

Y = l-2*((X-G)/(G-A)) - 2) union 
{(X,A,B,G) -> 1 : G =< X}. 

predicate big =::= {X@Y: Y = sfunc(X,100,150,200)}. 
predicate fast =::= {X@Y: Y = sfunc(X,16,20,24)}. 
predicate cheap =::= 

(X@Y: Y = 1 - sfunc(X,1000,2000,3000)}. 

/*Theory*/ 
space(chosen,model) >= reqd,disk. 
slots(chosen-model) >= reqdslots. 
speed( chosen-model) >= reqdspeed. 
not(exists X : space(X) >= reqd,disk and 

slots(X) >= reqdslots and 
speed(X) >= reqdspeed and 
price(X) < price( chosenmodel)). 

The program specifies the following theory I’ 
written in the language LI: (slots(chosen,model) 
2 reqd,slots, speed(chosen,model) 2 reqdspeed, 
space(chosenaaode1) 2 reqddisk, -(3X)( slots(X) 
2 reqd,slots A speed(X) 2 reqd-speed A space(X) 
> reqd,disk A price(X) < price(chosen,model))]. 

This program is an expert system which interacts 
with a user and selects a computer to provide, at a 
minimum price, whatever functionality the user spec- 
ifies. The user inputs his specification by augment- 
ing the theory r given in the program with additional 

assertions about the symbols reqd,disk (representing 
the amount of disk space he needs), reqd-slots (rep- 
resenting the number of slots he needs for attaching 
peripheral devices), and reqdspeed (representing the 
CPU speed he requires). The program reads the ex- 
ternal files PRICES, DISKCPTY, NUMSLOTS and 
SPEED to get the extensions for the function sym- 
bols price, capacity, slots and speed. Thus, when se- 
lecting a computer, the program chooses from among 
those machines whose characteristics are described in 
the external database files. 

The program defines a constraint network whose in- 
tent is a joint possibility distribution for the values of 
chosen-model, reqddisk, reqd-slots and reqdapeed. 

Suppose that the contents of the external files 
PRICES, DISKCPTY, NUMSLOTS and SPEED are 
as shown in Table 1. Then the joint possibility distri- 
bution is the relation shown in Table 2. 

modell 
model2 
model3 
model4 
model5 
model6 
(a) 

’ model1 
model2 
model3 
model4 
model5 
model6 

40% 
3500 
2500 
1500 
900 
500 

CES 

7 
7 
5 n 3 
3 
3 

(c) NUMSLOTS 

le 1 
model1 628 
model2 314 

i-T-l 
model3 192 
model4 96 

A user interacting with this program can specify 
his requirements, either crisply, or fuzzily, using one 
of the fuzzy predicates, big, fust or cheap, defined 
in the program. For example, in specifying speed, 
he could be crisp, as in reqd-speed > 18.7, or im- 
precise, as in very fast(reqd-speed), which uses a 
predefined hedge very and one of the application- 
specific fuzzy predicates whose interpretations are de- 
fined intensionally in the program. Alternatively, in 
expressing a budgetary limitation, he could be crisp, 
as in price(chosen,modeZ) =< 2000, or fuzzy, as 
in cheup(price(chosen-model)). Note that the fuzzy 
predicates are defined using a crisp application-specific 
function s,func, the definition of which shows it to be 
the standard piecewise quadratic function found in the 
literature [ 131. 

Suppose, for example, that the user asserts 

f ust (reqd-speed). 

The definition of the fuzzy predicate fast shows that 
any speed equal to or less than 16 MHz is definitely not 
fast. Thus, model4, model5 and model6 are not pos- 
sible values for chosen-model and the corresponding 
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tuples are removed 
distribution. 

from the resultant joint possibility 

Table 2 
reqdwddrsk reqdalota reqdaxpeed 

(01314 < D s 628) {LIL 5 7) PP<25 
{DID 5628) (LIL 571 iPi < P’s 25) 
(01192 < D 5 314) IJJF 5 73 IpIp 5 231 
{DID 53143 y-)5 71 {pip 

{PI19 
s 23) 

{DID 5 192) 
{Jw z 51 

< P 5 23) 
(Dl96 < D 5 192) {PIP 5 191 
{DID < 192) {PIP I 193 
{DID 5 192) (PI16 < P < 19) 
CD140 < D 5 96) (PIP 5 161 IDID 5 961 (PI12 < P 5 16) 

{PIP 5123 
{PIP < 12) 

The run-time system will compute and report the 
marginal possibility distributions for the network pa- 
rameters chosen-model, reqddisk, reqdslots and 
reqdspeed that result from intersecting the joint pos- 
sibility distribution specified by the program with the 
cylindrical extensions of the distributions specified by 
the user’s assertions. 

Suppose that the user also asserts 

cheap(price(chosen,model)). 

The definition of the fuzzy predicate cheap indicates 
that any price equal to or greater than $3000 is defi- 
nitely not cheap; thus, model1 and model2 are removed 
from the joint possibility distribution. The only com- 
put#er still possible is the model3 which only partially 
trwets the specification: the truth-value is 0.125, which 
is the minimum of 0.28 (the extent to which 19 MHz is 
fast) and 0.125 (th e extent to which $2500 is cheap). 

If the user is content with this level of truth, he can 
accept the mode13. Alternatively, he can try other sce- 
narios by asserting and retracting different specifica- 
tions. All inferences can be explained by the run-time 
system. 

5 Comparative Discussion 
The notion of a constraint permeates the fuzzy logic 
literature. Indeed, in fuzzy logic, “inference is viewed 
as a process of propagation of elastic constraints” 1141. 
In matrix-based fuzzy production systems [12], the ma- 
trix represents the intent of a constraint network, al- 
beit of a restricted kind. In matrix-based fuzzy process 
controllers, for example, the matrix is a joint possibil- 
ity distribution for the sensor readings and control set- 
tings. The large and growing literature on fuzzy math- 
ematical programming can also be viewed as concerned 
with constraint processing. There is also a smaller 
body of literature, see for example [ll], on consistent 
la.beling, which involves networks where the universe 
of discourse is finite and the constraints correspond 
to ground atomic sentences involving unary or binary 
predicates. 

Khayyam provides richer expressive power than any 
other constraint-based programming language (all of 
which handle only crisp constraints) because it allows 

the theory which is used to specify a constraint net- 
work to contain arbitrary first-order fuzzy logic sen- 
tences about a many-sorted universe of discourse that 
subsumes 3. Most constraint-based programming lan- 
guages restrict the theory used for defining a network 
to ground sentences. In the crisp Prolog-based con- 
straint languages (Prolog III [4], CLP(%) [6] and CHIP 
[5]), for example, a constraint network is treated as a 
compound top-level goal; all logic variables in a goal 
are existentially quantified, which makes them effec- 
tively, for query purposes, the same as uninterpreted 
constant symbols. CONSUL [3], the only other con- 
straint language which does support arbitrarily quan- 
tified constraints, restricts the universe of discourse to 
the integers. 

Although the expressive power of Khayyam means 
that well-formed programs can be beyond the infer- 
ential competence of the run-time system, this is true 
even of less expressive languages; for example, it is pos- 
sible to express undecidable diophantine equations in 
CONSUL. 

Khayyam differs from languages based on a fuzzy 
version of Prolog, such as Fril [l] and FProlog [9], in 
that these languages are based on the Horn clause sub- 
set of fuzzy logic. Khayyam, on the other hand, admits 
as well-formed syntactically, arbitrary sentences from 
the first-order fuzzy logic; this is based on a decision to 
trade inferential completeness for expressiveness. For 
further details on Khayyam, see [2]. 
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